Investigation of energy transport and thermospheric upwelling during quiet magnetospheric and ionospheric conditions from the studies of low- and middle-altitude cusp
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Abstract. We investigate energy fluxes and small, kilometre-scale Birkeland currents in the magnetospheric cusp at a 1–3 Earth radii altitude and in the ionosphere using satellites when they were, according to the Tsyganenko model, in magnetic conjunction within 50–60 km and up to 15 min apart. We use Cluster and CHAMP satellites, and study three conjunction events that occurred in 2008 and 2009, when the Cluster spacecraft were crossing the cusps at only a few Earth radii altitude. Our goal is to understand better the influence of processes in the magnetospheric cusp on the upper thermosphere and its upwelling which was usually observed by the CHAMP satellite passing the cusp. Three studied events occurred under relatively quiet and steady magnetospheric and ionospheric conditions, which explains why observed thermospheric density enhancements were rather low. Our findings point out that for each studied event soft electron precipitation influences thermospheric density enhancements in a way that stronger electron precipitation produces stronger thermospheric upwelling. Therefore, in the case of these weak events, soft electron precipitation seems to be more important cause of the observed, thermospheric density enhancements than is the Joule heating.
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1 Introduction

The interaction between the near-Earth space and the ionosphere involves field-aligned currents (FACs) as first envisaged by Birkeland (1913). The relatively large-scale FAC systems of the nightside aurora have been studied and analysed extensively, see for example, a review by Baumjohann (1982). The appearance of optical aurora often suggests also the presence of small-scale, less than a kilometre wide FACs. These have indeed been found with the help of sufficiently rapidly sampling magnetometers on board satellites in low orbits – for example, see Dahlgren et al. (2011). The Ørsted and CHAMP satellites, launched in 1999 and 2001, respectively, featured high-precision and fast sampling (10 and 50 Hz) fluxgate magnetometers as well as polar orbits. Perhaps surprisingly, the most intense FACs were found with these satellites not in the nightside auroral zone, but on the dayside in the cusps, reaching a few hundred µA m−2 and with scales down to a few hundred metres (Neubert and Christiansen, 2003; Watermann et al., 2003). Particularly, it was shown by Neubert and Christiansen (2003), who used Ørsted, that small-scale FACs were 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than large-scale Region 1 and 2 currents.

CHAMP was a German mission, which was flying in the altitude between 300–450 km with an inclination of 87.3°. Besides the Earth’s magnetic field, CHAMP was designed to map the Earth’s gravity field and carried also an accelerometer, and was accurately tracked with GPS and satellite laser ranging. This allowed accurate determination of the satellite’s air drag.

Lühr et al. (2004) showed that air drag plots from CHAMP had one dominant oscillation which was due to the air density difference on the day and night side of the Earth. Superimposed on this oscillation were relatively narrow peaks.
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in air drag corresponding to widths of a few tens to hundred kilometres of enhanced neutral density. These thermospheric upwellings seemed to occur in the cusps and were accompanied by intense kilometre-scale FACs, which were probably causing the upwellings.

One obvious question that deserves attention is whether FACs in the cusp are the cause for thermospheric upwelling, or if other mechanisms can also influence it. This paper tries to address this question.

Watermann et al. (2008) used, in addition to magnetometer measurements of Ørsted and CHAMP, particle data from the low-orbiting DMSP satellites. They showed that cusp locations as inferred from magnetosheath-like particle precipitation matched well the locations of small-scale currents, but FACs seem to be generated also in the transition zone between the low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) and the cusp. Small-scale intense FACs could also, with the help of the DMSP F15 ion drift and magnetometer, be associated with very strong enhancements of the Poynting flux (Li et al., 2011). These authors proposed that magnetic reconnection in the cusp, particularly during a large $B_z$ component and northward $B_x$, is a cause of such small-scale, but intense Poynting flux increases.

The four ESA Cluster satellites were launched in 2001 with an initial perigee at 26 000 km (4 RE) and apogee at 124 000 km (19 RE) with orbits that relatively frequently crossed the cusps at varying altitudes. We use magnetic field data from the Cluster fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) instrument (Balogh et al., 2001), electric field data from the EFW instrument (Gustafsson et al., 2001), spin resolution electron spectrograms from the LEEA sensor on the Plasma Electron and Current Experiment (PEACE) (Johnstone et al., 1997), as well as ion spectrograms of the precipitating particles from the HIA and CODIF sensors of the Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS) instrument (Rème et al., 2001).

Studies of energy deposition in the cusp were conducted by Yordanova et al. (2007), when Cluster was in conjunction with the EISCAT Svalbard radar and the MIRACLE network. However, that study was for the exterior cusp, when Cluster was at around 9 RE and no localized current sheets were estimated at Cluster or lower altitudes. The conclusion from that paper was that particle fluxes seen by Cluster in the exterior cusp were enough to heat the $F$ layer, while the Poynting flux was more than enough to account for the Joule heating in the $E$ ionospheric layer. Also, Chasten et al. (2005) studied a conjunction between Cluster and FAST satellite, and a conclusion was, after a comparison of the Poynting and particle fluxes, that the energy deposition to the dayside auroral oval was due to field-aligned electron acceleration, transverse ion-acceleration, and Joule heating.

In this paper, we are particularly interested in cases where the Cluster spacecraft are located at midaltitudes (a few $R_E$) in the interior cusp, and where chances to find FAC sheets extending over large distances from the ionosphere into near Earth space are greater than when Cluster is located further away in the exterior cusp.

We use the Cluster spacecraft and the CHAMP satellite to investigate whether the continuation of ionospheric small-scale current sheets can be found at much higher altitudes of a few Earth radii. In addition, we compute field-aligned particle energy and Poynting fluxes at Cluster, as well as the Joule heating in the ionosphere, in order to quantify the importance of each of these mechanisms for the thermospheric density enhancements. Our method of investigation is based on conjunctions between Cluster and CHAMP satellites, which passed the same area within less than 15 min. We are aware that electrodynamics measured by Cluster are much more transient in nature than the thermospheric density enhancements which are an integrated effect in the thermosphere (Whitereker, 1977). On the other hand, we can safely assume that the processes in the cusp which are observed by the spacecraft used in this study have been active for quite a while before the actual spacecraft encountered. We have carefully chosen events which had quiet and relatively steady IMF conditions as well as low AE and $K_p$ indices several hours prior to studied time intervals, such that the studied thermospheric upwellings can be considered to be a consequence of the cusp precipitation measured by Cluster in the conjunction. We also note that there were only three events within 21 conjunctions which showed field-aligned current activity at all (see below) and thus the events may not be entirely ideal in all relevant parameters. It is by definition very difficult to find conjunctions between two spacecraft over the right active region in space and time.

Similar study was done by Sadler et al. (2012) who studied a conjunction between FAST and CHAMP satellite. Their conclusion was that thermospheric density enhancements were a combination of soft particle precipitation and ion outflow, which further, drove neutrals to the CHAMP altitude.

### 2 Computation of currents, particle and Poynting flux and Joule heating

There are two ways to determine parallel current density from the Cluster spacecraft. It is by magnetic field (FGM) instrument and by CIS and PEACE particle instruments. In this paper, the field-parallel current density is determined from the Cluster magnetic field instrument (FGM) which provides the temporal variations of the magnetic field $B$ in the spacecraft frame. The spatial structure of $B$ in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates is derived using the plasma velocity vector from the ion instrument (CIS) and the known satellite velocity at this particular portion of the orbit. The Cluster satellites were too far apart to use intersatellite correlation or a curlometer method. Further, we use Ampère’s law $\nabla \times B = \mu_0 j$ in a finite difference approximation: $\mu_0 j = v/(|v|^2 dt) \times dB$. The FAC density is then $j \times B/|B|$. Here $dB$ is the difference of the magnetic field vector over
the sampling interval \( dt \), which is about 1/(22 Hz). \( v \) is then the plasma velocity from CIS instrument plus the satellite velocity, both in GSE coordinates. We assume that the current sheet is frozen into the plasma. We also compute total electron downgoing energy fluxes (EEF) from the PEACE Cluster instruments. PEACE gives differential particle fluxes as a function of 12 pitch angle bins and 44 energy bins. Further, we estimate the energy flux from the particles in the loss cone.

In order to estimate the relative importance of the field-aligned electromagnetic energy flux compared to the particle energy fluxes at Cluster, we also show the Poynting flux \( E_{\text{perp}} \times \delta B/\mu_0 \) obtained from the electric field perpendicular to \( B \), \( E_{\text{perp}} \), and the deviation of the \( B \) from a background, \( \delta B \). A polynomial fit to the total \( B \) from the FGM instrument is used to estimate the background \( B \).

Poynting flux extrapolated to the ionosphere is obtained from \( P_i = P_{ci} B_i / B_{ci} \), where \( B_{ci} \) and \( P_{ci} \) are magnetic field and Poynting flux computed at Cluster, while \( B_i = 50,000 \) nT.

The level 1 fluxgate magnetometer data from CHAMP have a time resolution of 50 Hz with a nominal amplitude resolution of 0.1 nT. The FAC density in the ionosphere is estimated along the satellite track from the magnetic field component perpendicular to the auroral oval, assuming stationary sheet currents (Wang et al., 2005). Positive currents flow upward. Assuming that FAC sheets do not close between the ionosphere and Cluster altitude and that there are no intermittent disturbances like FAC carrying Alfvén waves, the field-aligned current density in the ionosphere \( j_i \) should be approximately \( (B_i/B_{ci}) j_{ci} \), where \( B_i \) is the magnetic field at ionospheric altitude, \( B_{ci} \) is the mean magnetic field at Cluster and \( j_{ci} \) is the estimated current density at Cluster. Neutral density measurements in the thermosphere are obtained from the recently calibrated accelerometer data set from CHAMP (Doornbos et al., 2010). The density is projected to the CHAMP altitude \( h_c \) as \( \rho(h_c) = \rho(h) \times \rho_m(h_c)/\rho_m(h) \). Here, \( \rho_m(h) \) is the model mass density according to the NRLMSIS-00 atmospheric model (Picone et al., 2002) at the satellite altitude, while \( \rho \) is the measured mass density at the same altitude.

Joule heating \( W J \) is caused by the dissipative Pedersen currents which close FACs mainly in the \( E \) region. The usual formula \( W J = \Sigma p E_{\text{perp}}^2 \), where \( \Sigma p \) is the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity, cannot be directly used here, because CHAMP provides only \( B \), not \( E_{\text{perp}} \). Previously Sugiura (1984) has shown, using DE-2 satellite data where both \( B \) and \( E_{\text{perp}} \) were measured, that \( E_{\text{perp}} \) and \( \delta B \) are highly correlated at FAC structures, and that \( E_{\text{perp}}/\delta B/\mu_0 \sim 1/(\mu_0 \Sigma p) \). This can also be derived theoretically by equating the Joule heating with the Poynting flux \( E_{\text{perp}} \times \delta B/\mu_0 \) (Kelly, 2012, p. 270). Inserting the formula for \( E_{\text{perp}}/\delta B \) into the Joule heating formula, we get \( W J \sim (\delta B)^2/(\mu_0 \Sigma p) \).

\( \Sigma p \) depends on the electron density \( N_e \) and on neutral atmospheric density. We compute \( N_e \) using the IRI model (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/irmitmo/iri_vitmo.html), while molecular and atomic oxygen, nitrogen and helium densities are obtained using the MSISE90 model (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/vitmo/msis_vitmo.html) introduced by Hedin (1991). Standard expressions for the ion–neutral collisional cross-section (Schunk and Nagy, 2004) were then used to calculate \( \sigma \) and integrate it over heights from 90 to 180 km to obtain \( \Sigma p \). Model outputs are computed for geographic latitude, longitude and time when CHAMP currents were observed.

In the analysis of the studied events, we compare average fluctuations of the Poynting flux, average fluctuations of the current density and average fluctuations of the EEF at Cluster to the same quantities in the ionosphere. Here, by average fluctuations we mean standard deviation of the respective data.

### 3 Results

It has been shown by Carlson et al. (2012) that strong plasma flow channels in the cusp can last for \( \sim 15–20 \) min, can be 100 km wide, more than 1000 km long and are found within \( \sim 5 \) h of MLT noon. We have followed these criteria when we searched for conjunctions between Cluster and CHAMP in years 2008 and 2009. These years were selected since Cluster was passing the cusp at low and middle altitudes in that period. For our event selection, Cluster and CHAMP had to be less than 15 min apart in their relative passage of the cusp. Geographic latitudes of the mapped Cluster footprint and CHAMP were about 0.5° apart due to uncertainty in the Tsyganenko model, while the difference between the geographic longitudes had to be at most 20°, due to current elongation (Carlson et al., 2012). Of particular interest were the conjunctions that occurred at mid altitudes, when Cluster satellites were at about 1–3 \( R_E \).

In order to compute Cluster footprints we used the Orbit Visualization Tool (OV), which uses the Tsyganenko 96 model (Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996) for the field line tracing. OV is described and can be downloaded from http://ovt.irfu.se. The Cluster footprints are computed for an altitude of 120 km above the Earth, with 1 min time resolution. The CHAMP spacecraft’s circular orbit was at about 340 km altitude, and its orbital velocity was \( v_j = 7.7 \) km s\(^{-1}\). Using our criteria, we have detected 11 conjunctions between Cluster C3 and CHAMP in the cusp, at midaltitudes in 2008 and 10 conjunctions in 2009, but only three out of these 21 identified conjunctions exhibited regions or bundles of structured field-aligned currents (explained in more detail later), and were thus chosen for this particular study. All others revealed no such feature and consequently also no thermospheric density increases were observed (which is a finding in itself – see Conclusions section below).

The CHAMP fluxgate magnetometer data were used to estimate current densities. Neutral density estimates were obtained from the TU Delft thermosphere web server (http:
Figure 1. Cluster 4 on 24 June 2009: (a) electron spectrogram, (b) pitch angle distribution of electrons, (c) ion spectrogram, (d) ion velocity in GSE, (e) ion density, (f) parallel (to mag. field) temperature. Two violet lines mark the cusp extension.

The processing is described in Doornbos et al. (2010). Here we analyse three conjunctions that revealed bundles of FAC on both Cluster and CHAMP satellites, on 24 June 2009, 17 July 2008 and 9 June 2008. All three events had very quiet interplanetary magnetic field and solar wind conditions, but we note that there was some activity preceding event 2. However, in that case the nightside activity was declining, and thus corresponding cusp activity must have disappeared much earlier already. According to Schlegel et al. (2005) who studied cusp by CHAMP satellite, thermospheric density enhancements during quiet conditions were mainly observed between 09:00 and 15:00 MLT. All three conjunctions occurred in this MLT range.

3.1 24 June 2009 cusp event

For this event, the OMNI database showed that the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) was not changing and was rather low: \( B_x = \) about 7 nT, \( B_y = \) around 0 nT, while \( B_z = \) was slightly below 0 nT. The \( K_p \) index was at about 2 in the period of several hours before this conjunction event, while the AE index stayed less than 100 nT in the same period. The solar wind dynamic pressure was high and stayed at about \( \sim 8 \) nPa. A comparison between magnetic field at Cluster 3 and the Tsyganenko 96 prediction for the magnetic field showed alignment among each of the components (here not shown). That demonstrated that constant solar wind IMF allows very accurate prediction of the Tsyganenko 96 model, even if solar wind, dynamic pressure was high. Cluster 3 was at 2.08 \( R_E \) in the time of the conjunction. Cluster 4 was at 2.14 \( R_E \), about 650 km apart. Figure 1 shows for the period of 17:30 to 18:00 UT electron and ion characteristics as measured from the PEACE and CIS instruments at the Cluster 4. Perpendicular temperature has the same profile as parallel temperature and is, hence, not shown. According to Fig. 1, cusp precipitation is seen from around 17:40 to 17:44 at Cluster 4. For the same time period, the cusp is also identified at Cluster 3. Generally, Cluster 3 and Cluster 4 give the same results for all studied parameters in this time interval. Here, results for the Cluster 4 are presented, but CIS CODIF is used for ion velocity, density and temperature, since CIS HIA was not available for the Cluster 4 spacecraft. Before and after cusp passage in Fig. 1, electron energies from the spectrogram correspond to the low-latitude boundary layer values. We note from the velocity data in panel (d) that there is neither a sunward nor antisunward flow channel associated with this cusp crossing, in spite of all other parameters being typical for the cusp. However, we like to point out that the flow channel is a signature of an active cusp, i.e. immediately ongoing reconnection. As reconnection occurs in bursts not all cusp crossings must exhibit a flow channel in the ionosphere, even if typical cusp particles keep on precipitating from the (reasonably) newly reconnected field lines, carrying the FAC current bundle. Because of this, we continue using ‘bundle of FAC’ when we address current density fluctuations on Cluster and CHAMP.

In Fig. 2 we show satellite’s passages in geographical coordinates. Magnetic latitude (MLAT) and magnetic local time (MLT) are written for satellite’s positions in the conjunction. The best conjunction occurred when Cluster 3 had MLAT 77.42, MLT 9.25, Cluster 4 had MLAT 78.43, MLT 9.78 and CHAMP had MLAT 78.31, MLT 9.31. In Fig. 3, intensifications in the parallel (field-aligned) Poynting flux, parallel current density and the Earthward EEF can be observed in the period of cusp intersection. Positive Poynting flux is towards the Earth. The average fluctuation of the parallel Earthward Poynting flux through the cusp passage lasting between 17:40 and 17:44 UT, is 0.39 mW m\(^{-2}\). The average current sheet density fluctuation for the same time interval is about 0.6 \( \mu \)A m\(^{-2}\). The average fluctuation of the Earthward EEF is 0.13 mW m\(^{-2}\), which gives 2.16 mW m\(^{-2}\) when projected to the thermosphere (see red scale in lowest panel). The same results are obtained by both Cluster 3 and Cluster 4. The period of conjunction was also the period when currents were intensified at CHAMP as can be envisaged from Fig. 4a. For the mean magnetic field at Cluster during the conjunction of \( B_{cl} \sim 3 \) nT, the ionospheric FAC...
density average fluctuations should be about 16 times higher than the current density average fluctuations computed at Cluster according to the ionospheric current density estimate from Sect. 2. That would give average ionospheric current density fluctuations of 9 µA m\(^{-2}\). From the data at CHAMP, the average current density fluctuations are about 18 µA m\(^{-2}\), which is 2 times higher than expected from estimated Cluster current density fluctuations. Still, considering our rough estimates, we assume that we see the same bundle or region of FAC on both Cluster and CHAMP spacecraft in the conjunction period. The corresponding thermospheric upwelling observed from the CHAMP accelerometer data goes up to \(\sim 3.2 \times 10^{-12} \text{ kg m}^{-3}\), as can be seen in Fig. 4a, which is about 20% more than the above background. This upwelling is significant as is evidenced by mean and standard deviation of the air neutral density as reported in Table 1 (see below). From Fig. 4b, average Joule heating fluctuation for the E region is 2.88 mW m\(^{-2}\). The projected Earthward Poynting flux fluctuation is 6.50 mW m\(^{-2}\), which shows that Poynting flux is about 2.25 times stronger than the Joule heating for the E layer.

From the CIS CODIF instrument at Cluster, we measure density and velocity along the magnetic field for the oxygen ions. Figure 5 shows oxygen density and parallel velocity from Cluster 4. Negative velocity indicates oxygen ions coming from the ionosphere. We see densities up to 4 cm\(^{-3}\) together with velocities up to 20 km s\(^{-1}\) in the period before 17:42 UT. Oxygen ions coming from the ionosphere could be a result of both Joule heating from the E layer, but also...
from the charge imbalance produced through soft electron precipitation (Sadler et al., 2012).

### 3.2 17 July 2008 cusp/magnetopause event

During this event, the OMNI database shows that the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) for the period of conjunction was relatively quiet: \( B_x \) was varying between \(-1\) and \(1\) nT, \( B_y \) was negative all the time varying between \(-2.2\) nT and \(-0.3\) nT, while \( B_z \) was slightly negative just before the actual cusp encounter, varying around \(-1.5\) nT. It became positive after 03:25 UT reaching a maximum value of 0.7 nT. The \( K_p \) index was less than 3 in the period of several hours before this conjunction event, while the AE index decreased from about 250 to 150 nT in the same period. In addition, the solar wind dynamic pressure was at about \(\sim 1.3\) nPa. From Fig. 6, one can conclude that the cusp was observed from 03:34 to 03:37. In the cusp duration, we see in Fig. 6a electron energies up to 1 keV with fluxes up to \(10^9\) eV cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) sr\(^{-1}\) eV\(^{-1}\). In Fig. 6c ion spectrograms are shown. High fluxes of \(\sim\) keV ions for the interval 03:34–03:37 indicate a magnetosheath-like population, typical for the cusp. In the same figure, a reversed ion dispersion can be seen from 03:37 to 03:40. The ion dispersion is consistent with the IMF measurements. Namely, since IMF \( B_y \) is positive in this period, while IMF \( B_x \) and \( B_y \) are small, a reconnection might have occurred in the lobes, poleward of the cusp (Pitout et al., 2012). The convection of the magnetic field lines is then sunward and ion energy decreases with decreasing latitude which causes a reverse ion dispersion. This is consistent with ion velocity measurements on HIA instrument on CIS (Fig. 6d), where positive \( V_x \) (here in black colour) confirms that magnetic field lines, indeed, convect sunward as predicted for such a situation. After 03:37 both upward and downward electron fluxes indicate the magnetopause with closed field lines.

The Tsyganenko 96 model predicted that the Cluster 3 would be on open field lines from 03:20 to 03:40 UT (here not shown). The closest other Cluster 1 arrived at the same area of the inner cusp 30 min earlier and, hence, could not be used for our study. However, we have inspected Cluster 1 data when it was in the cusp, but no strong particle precipitation could be detected for that interval.

In order to get as precise Cluster footprints as possible, we have used the solar wind IMF, dynamic pressure and \( D_s \) index starting 2 hours before the event, as the input parameters to the Tsyganenko 96 model. Figure 7 shows the magnetic field at Cluster 3 and the one predicted from the Tsyganenko model at the altitude of Cluster, both in GSE coordinates. Apart from some disagreement in the \( B_y \) component, the Tsyganenko model gives a very good description of the magnetic field at Cluster. Figure 8 summarizes passages in geographical coordinates of the Cluster 3 and CHAMP satellite. Footprints in the conjunction for Cluster 3 are MLAT 77.03, MLT 10.65 and for CHAMP are MLAT 76.66, MLT.
Figure 7. Magnetic field in GSE coordinates from Tsyganenko model (stars) and Cluster 3 FGM instrument, for 17 July 2008.

Figure 8. Satellite footprints in geographical coordinates for 17 July 2008: blue star is for CHAMP, grey squares are for Cluster 3. Colours of times in the plot correspond to the colours of satellite’s footprints. Arrows point to magnetic latitude and magnetic local time for satellites in conjunction.

10.62. The closest conjunction occurred for the time period when Cluster 3 was still in the cusp at 03:35 UT. Figure 9a shows Cluster 3 parallel, Poynting flux in the time interval between 03:30 to 03:45. The average fluctuation of the parallel Earthward Poynting flux during cusp passage between 03:34 and 03:37 UT is 0.49 mW m$^{-2}$. In Fig. 9b a Cluster 3 current density is estimated. Here, we see current sheets starting from 03:36, where average current density fluctuation during cusp interval is 0.2 µA m$^{-2}$. Further, EEF is estimated in Fig. 9c. This flux is considerably weaker than the EEF for the first event. The average fluctuation for the Earthward EEF is only 0.04 mW m$^{-2}$, whose extrapolated, thermospheric value is 1 mW m$^{-2}$.

The estimated FAC density on CHAMP is shown in Fig. 10a. The average current density fluctuation is 5.48 µA m$^{-2}$. Further, we can estimate how well the current density fluctuation at CHAMP corresponds to the current density fluctuation at the Cluster 3 spacecraft. For the magnetic field in the ionosphere $B_i \approx 50 \mu T$ and a mean magnetic field on Cluster $B_{cl}$ of about 2 µT, the estimated current density fluctuation in the ionosphere is 5 µA m$^{-2}$, which is very close to the average current density fluctuation computed from the CHAMP data. Since the cusp is a very dynamic area, we cannot expect that the exact same current peaks can be observed on the CHAMP some minutes later as at the Cluster, but similarity in current density fluctuations between these satellites, as well as proximity of their footprints, indicate that the same bundle of FAC can be identified on both satellites. On the top of the CHAMP current density, normalized neutral density measured at CHAMP is plotted. Here, we see a local increase of the neutral density in the time around 03:47 UT, i.e. in the time when the CHAMP current is observed, though the current density peak is 1 minute delayed. This feature is not entirely unexpected and is a consequence of the fact that the plasma which produces the CHAMP current follows magnetic inclination, while neutral particle, heated at the bottom of the FAC bundle will rather expand radially upwards. The neutral density peak which occurred in the same time as CHAMP current intensification, is about 17% above the neutral density background. This peak is significant as is evidenced by mean and standard deviation of the air neutral density as reported in Table 1. In Fig. 10b Joule heating is estimated for the $E$ layer. The average Joule heating fluctuation is 4 µA m$^{-2}$. The projected...
Table 1. Thermospheric upwelling in respect to the neutral background as a function of Poynting flux, Joule heating, EEF and CHAMP current density fluctuations for all three events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>24.6.2009</th>
<th>17.7.2008</th>
<th>09.06.2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poynting flux (mW m(^{-2}))</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>12.25</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joule h. (mW m(^{-2}))</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEF (mW m(^{-2}))</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC µA m(^{-2})</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (density) (kg m(^{-3}))</td>
<td>2.8 × 10(^{-12})</td>
<td>1.5 × 10(^{-12})</td>
<td>2.5 × 10(^{-12})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std dev. (density) (kg m(^{-3}))</td>
<td>3.0 × 10(^{-13})</td>
<td>6.3 × 10(^{-13})</td>
<td>4.9 × 10(^{-13})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density peak (kg m(^{-3}))</td>
<td>3.24 × 10(^{-12})</td>
<td>2.54 × 10(^{-12})</td>
<td>3.4 × 10(^{-12})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermo. Upp. (%)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. (a) CHAMP current and neutral density for 17 July 2008. (b) Estimated Joule heating for the \(E\) layer. On the top of it is the CHAMP FAC density.

Poynting flux fluctuation from the Cluster 3 is 12.25 µA m\(^{-2}\) which is about 3 times higher than the average Joule heating fluctuations. We have also checked at the Cluster whether oxygen ions could have been detected. However, most of the ions detected on the CIS instrument were hydrogen which is originally coming from the magnetosphere and ultimately the solar wind.

3.3 9 June 2008 cusp event

For this event, the OMNI database shows gaps in the time of conjunction for the solar IMF and solar wind dynamic pressure. However, considering that \(D_{st} \sim -10\) nT and low solar IMF before the conjunction, we can safely assume that this also is a quiet event. The \(Kp\) index was at about 2 in the period of several hours before this conjunction event, while the...
AE index stayed less than 200 nT in the same period. During the conjunction period, Cluster 3 was at 2.92 $R_E$. From Fig. 11, cusp precipitation can be identified between 02:50 and 03:00 UT. Cluster 3 and CHAMP satellite passages in geographic coordinates are plotted in Fig. 12. In the conjunction, footprints for the Cluster 3 are MLAT 78.56, MLT 12.35, and for CHAMP are MLAT 78.19, MLT 12.02. In Fig. 13a, intensification in the field-aligned Poynting flux can be seen. The average Earthward Poynting flux fluctuation during cusp passage between 02:50 and 03:00 UT is 0.49 mW m$^{-2}$. The average current density fluctuation from the Cluster 3 data plotted in Fig. 13b gives 0.2 $\mu$A m$^{-2}$ in the cusp interval. Its projection to the CHAMP altitude gives fluctuation of 5 $\mu$A m$^{-2}$. In Fig. 13c, Earthward EEF is plotted. The average fluctuation of the Earthward EEF is 0.01 mW m$^{-2}$, while its extrapolated value to the thermosphere is only 0.2 mW m$^{-2}$. The CHAMP current density fluctuation which is plotted in Fig. 14a is 8.85 $\mu$A m$^{-2}$, which is slightly higher than estimated from the Cluster current density fluctuations.

In the period of intense CHAMP currents, there is also some thermospheric upwelling (see Fig. 14a), though it is smaller than the neutral density peak which can be observed 7 minutes earlier, but at a midlatitude location of 50$^\circ$. This large neutral density enhancement must thus be of completely different origin than the one associated with the cusp observed at 80$^\circ$ latitude. In fact, the thermospheric upwelling in the time of the CHAMP current intensification is only 11% higher than the above background. However, from Table 1, the estimated mean of the air neutral density and its standard deviation show that the studied neutral density peak has a significant increase. In Fig. 14b a Joule heating for the $E$ layer together with a CHAMP current density is plotted. Average Joule heating fluctuation is 1.18 mW m$^{-2}$.

### 3.4 Summary of the results

In this paper we compare the projected particle energy and Poynting fluxes measured at about 2 $R_E$ by Cluster with estimates of integrated Joule heating and neutral density change from CHAMP. A summary is given in Table 1, where also the FAC density is shown. The event with the largest density change has also the largest Joule heating and EEF estimates.

In Table 1 we also report mean and standard deviation for the air density data for the time interval plotted in Figs. 4a, 10a and 14a. We can safely conclude that all density peaks which are also reported in Table 1 and which correspond to observed bundles of FAC are outside 1 standard deviation interval, which makes them distinguishable from other peaks in the data.

Our estimated Joule heating rates are smaller than the Poynting flux seen by Cluster by a factor between about 2.5 and 10. A similar discrepancy for a Cluster conjunction in the cusp was reported in Yordanova et al. (2007), where Joule heating was estimated using a different method and possible explanations were discussed. Compared to simulations by Crowley et al. (2010) and Deng et al. (2013), who aimed
and steady IMF and ionospheric conditions which lasted as such in a period of several hours prior to studied events. The CHAMP satellite identifies thermospheric upwellings for all three events. It has been pointed out already by Lühr et al. (2004) that the density enhancements accompanied by small-scale field-aligned currents in the cusp occur quite independently of magnetic activity. Also these events occurred under quiet geomagnetic and solar wind conditions. However, it was also pointed out by Liu et al. (2010) that only a few density enhancements occurred for IMF $|B_z| < 5$ nT. The first and the second event in this study are such examples.

Knipp et al. (2011) found that strong IMF $B_z$ preceded extreme Poynting flux depositions in the dayside thermosphere, which further could have been a source for cusp neutral density enhancements. Similar conclusions were also made by Crowley et al. (2010). The IMF $B_z$ was very low for each of the events we have studied, but nevertheless, thermospheric upwelling can be seen.

These events were chosen for their clear FAC signatures among all Cluster and CHAMP conjunctions for midaltitudes during the years 2008 and 2009. Other conjunctions revealed neither current flow on Cluster nor CHAMP, and notably also no density enhancements. There were no examples of current flows which were not accompanied by density enhancements. Also, there were no examples of density enhancements in the thermosphere, which were not accompanied by current flows.

We have estimated electron energy flux at Cluster. The quantitative analysis for all three events presented in Table 1 indicate that stronger soft electron precipitation is accompanied by stronger density enhancements in the thermosphere, which further strengthens the importance of soft electron precipitation in thermospheric upwellings. Further arguments that support this can be found in Clemmons et al. (2008) and Sadler et al. (2012). Clemmons et al. (2008) has explained density enhancements as a result of direct energy transfer from soft electrons to neutrals. On the other hand, Sadler et al. (2012) suggested that density enhancements could be explained as a combination of soft electrons which heat electrons in the thermosphere, and cause ion outflow.

For the case studies in this paper, we have checked densities and directions of oxygen ions measured from the CIS CODIF instrument on Cluster, because these ions are usually coming from the ionosphere. No oxygen ions in periods of cusp passages could be detected on 17 July 2008 and 9 June 2008. However, for the case of 24 June 2009, when Clusters 3 and 4 were less than or at about 2 $R_E$ from the Earth and when solar wind dynamic pressure was high (about 8 nPa), we could detect oxygen density as high as 4 cm$^{-3}$ with velocities up to 20 km s$^{-1}$ antiparallel to the magnetic field. These velocities correspond to results from Sadler et al. (2012). This may be an indication that thermospheric upwelling (neutral density increase) is associated also with ion outflow.

4 Conclusions

We have shown three cases of small-scale FAC bundles which stretch from the magnetosphere through the ionosphere inside the polar cusp. These FAC bundles are identified in the magnetosphere with the Cluster spacecraft, and in the ionosphere with the CHAMP spacecraft, which were in the conjunction during these events. In order to justify the conjunction approach, we have studied events under quiet
Both Joule heating and soft electron precipitation provide significant energy input into the ionosphere with the potential to trigger thermosphere upwelling. Renz and Lühr (2008) had emphasized the role of Joule heating, while Clemmons et al. (2008) as well as Sadler et al. (2012) discarded it. They rather advocated soft particle precipitation as the cause of upwelling, which would directly heat the neutral atmosphere. And, according to Sadler et al. (2012), also trigger ion upflow with an additional drag effect on the neutrals. Deng et al. (2013) found by simulation only a small effect from soft precipitation alone. However, the electron density increase would amplify Joule heating at high altitudes. Consequently, they argued for a combination of Joule heating and precipitation which is needed to trigger upwelling. Also Kervalishvili and Lühr (2013), using CHAMP and DMSP data, argued for a combination of causes. Overall, also our data seem to support that a combination of Joule heating and precipitation is the cause of upwelling, but in weak events the magnitude of Joule heating becomes comparatively smaller.

For our three events we have quantitatively estimated the height-integrated Joule heating rates from CHAMP’s magnetic field data and from modelled conductances. The rates are several mW m$^{-2}$, where most would be deposited in the $E$ and lower $F$ region. Further, Joule heating rate is roughly 1 order of magnitude smaller than needed to explain strong upwelling events. For those, a combination of Joule heating and soft particle energy flux was important, according to simulations (Crowley et al. (1996), Clemmons et al. (2008), Deng et al. (2013), etc.). In this study, Cluster has observed soft particle energy flux at about 2 Re. The mapped fluxes were a few mW m$^{-2}$, roughly the same magnitude as used by Deng et al. (2013). We note that, for the weak events studied here, the ratio of Joule heating to mapped particle energy flux was roughly 1, while in the simulated strong events this ratio was about 32. Therefore, weaker events could be characterized by a higher proportion of particle energy flux.

In summary, using Cluster and CHAMP data we have estimated the energy input by Joule heating and compared it with the net downward electron energy and Poynting flux. In three studied events, which all have rather quiet solar wind and ionospheric conditions, electron energy flux seems to give the main contribution to the thermospheric density enhancements.
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